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Moratorium Gains Support; March Starts at Noon
President of the College Theodore Lockwood has announced that
college employees, faculty and students may take part in tomorrow's
Vietnam Moratorium "without prejudice or penalty." The faculty is
expected to consider a resolution
on the Moratorium at its meeting
today.
It was announced Sunday that
President Lockwood joined 70
other college presidents in signing
a statement criticizing
the
Vietnam war.
Five students, three from the
College, were arrested early
Monday morning for pasting
Moratorium posters on store
windows in Hartford. They were
all released on a no-cash bail.

Pete Seeger, in concert Sunday in Ferris Gymnasium, came out in
support of tomorrow's Moratorium, during which he will be performing
at Colleges in^the Hudson River Valley. "We don't have another 2,000
years," Seeger asserted, "to overcome war, racism, pollution, and other
social ills." He challenged students to enlist in anti-pollution programs
to clean up the Connecticut shoreline, (wianker photo)

Bailey Galls for Utopian,
Creative New Education
The educators of the future must part of the education. There will
be politically adept and philosophi- be no schoolbuilding, but "flexible
cally Utopian to tackle the prob- educational spaces" throughout the
lems of the cities. Dr. Stephen K. community, open all year, round to
Bailey said in his Mead Lecture all students. Children under twelve
Tuesday night.
will be kept close to home, and the
Bailey contended creative and I'-school will accept responsibility
innovative educational planning .for their failure," he said. What
was needed for 'what Bertram
Bailey likes about Fort Lincoln
Gross calls, "an education sys- is its "cross-age learning, comtem." The system includes what munity involvement, and individual
we think of as formal schooling and attention."
job training, in-house training,
T.V.and book courses, and adult
Bailey, said "America, does not
education.
know how to teach poor kids." He
"Th6 purpose of such a system complained of using middle-class
would be to provide the maximum teachers and curriculums which do
number of options for the educated not reach the urban sub-culture.
man," said Bailey.
"The educated man can't be
bored as long as he is free," he
continued.
Mastery of basic language tools;
. exposure to variety of pleasure and
work; experience in multiple conPresident Theodore Lockwood
tacts to overcome cultural isolation; appreciation of manipulative has refused to begin a; study of the
skills such:as plumbing, carpen- Selective Service System which
try; and a working knowledge of was recommended by the Trinity
ecological relationships are the College Council. In a letter to the
soul purposes of education he said. Council, the President also reBefore educations! goals can be vealed his decision not to establish
realized Bailey said school super- a draft information center requestintendents, especially in urban ed by the TCC
Both recommendations were
areas, who can effectively deal with
teachers, the community, the contained in the Council's report
school boards, the state and na- on the AFROTC program which
tional governments, and the stu- was sent to the President in May.
dents.
The President did not respond to
Bailey, presently chairman of the suggestions until the Council
the Policy Institute of Syracuse repeated the proposals several
University and a Regent of the state weeks ago.
of New York, says the first step for
"It is not the proper function
such a superintendent is "to isolate of this or any college, as an instiand identify a reasonable planning tution, to engage in a study of the
unit" which will prevent cultural, effects of the Selective Service
financial, and racial segregation. System on campuses," the PresiBailey says this will probably dent stated.
After hearing the President's
involve larger metropolitan disletter the Council voted to estabtricts.
Bailey also called for (govern- lish a committee to supervise and
ment guidelines and funds to re- publish such a study. Dean
search curriculum and planning on Thomas Smith and Tate Preston
'72 were appointed to the comthe local level.
The whole community will be mittee.

Activities in support of the Moratorium will begin with a noon
service in the Chapel led by Chaplain Alan C, Tull. Following the
service, participants will leave the
campus for a rally scheduled at the
Old State House on Main Street in
downtown Hartford. The Trinity
College Student Senate and Senate
of the Hartford branch of the University of Connecticut have endorsed the Moratorium. A march
will leave the University of Hartford at 11 a.m., and join marchers
from Trinity for the rally at the
.Did Statehouse. The rally is
scheduled to begin at 1:30 p.m.,
and among other speakers will be
"Stephen H. Keeney '71, former
president Of the Trinity SDS.
Over the weekend, several activities associated with the Moratorium were conducted by students
at the college. On Sunday morning,
churches throughout the Hartford
area were leafletted. On Sunday
evening posters were put up around
4he city announcing the Moratorium
effort. Yesterday and today local
high schools were leafletted.
Nationally, support for tomorrow's moratorium has continued
to grow. The New York City Board
of Education called for discussions
of the war in the City's schools,
the National Council of Churches

This poster, a copy of the Tripod's Moratorium Issue cover, is being
used by students to publicize Wednesday's march.

Meskill Says Moratorium
Jeopardizes Peacfe Talks
by Glenn Gustafson

three days in December, etc.) could
result in "a complete shutdowifof
colleges and universities."
According to Meskill, the President has shown that "he is going
to get us out by starting the with-,
drawal ol troops and by getting the
South Vietnamese government to
agree to concessions."
Meskill said that Nixon will extricate the U.S. from Vietnam
either by successful negotiations in
Paris or by aVietnamizationofthe
war, "The peace talks are the only
way we can quickly end the war,"
he said. If negotiations prove fruitless, "in a matter of months,
whether it be six or sixteen, the
South Vienamese would take over
combat operations according to
(Continued on Page 2)
Nixon's plan," Meskill said.
A 1950 graduate of the college,
Meskill is presently a member of
the Judiciary, Post Office, and.
Civil Service Committees of the
House.
Meskill called, for fairness in
The President explained his op- quest that the President order the judging the President. He pointed
position to the draft information lowering of the flagto half r mast on out that Nixon, who inherited the
center commenting that Assistant October 15, "In memory of those war, has been in office only eight
months. Meskill stressed Nixon's
Dean Gerald Marshall and Chap- who have died in the war."
lain Alan Tull have "provided beA resolution asking that "the refusal during the presidential
tween them the various types of College close on October 15, 1969 campaign to say anything that might
counselling, service, and direc- and, by so doing, lend its support "undercut the Commander in
tion that have been necessary for and encouragement to attempts to Chief."
"Those politicians who make
men in the College."
end American military involveSeveral Council members ques- ment in Vietnam," was defeated. political issue of Nixon's handling
of the war are playing with dynationed whether the two administrators could effectively counsel
In response to a request by Sal- mite," Meskill said,
It was Meskill's belief that the
students who wished to avoid the isch the Council decided to hold
draft. The Council passed a re- its next meeting in Wean Lounge. Oct. 15 message should be one of
commendation by Dean Marc Sal- Salisch asked that Council meet- support of the President. "We
isch that-the two administrators ings be held "around campus" to should keep in mind that President
named by President Lockwood be encourage more students to attend Nixon is the only one who can bring
the troops home," he said.
asked to present a report of the the group's meetings.
During a brief question and
range of draft information which
James McClaugherty '70, who
they can supply, at the Council's had been serving as the TCC's answer period an alumnus asked
next meeting.
vice-chairman, was elected to for Meskill's feelings on the
nomination. The
The Council also considered serve as chairman for the next Haynesworth
several resolutions concerning the term. Dean of Community Life representative replied by saying
October 15 Vietnam Moratorium Dean Salisch was elected vice- that a nominee for chief justice
during the Wednesday afternoon chairman, and Dean Robbins Win- should be above any kind of suspimeeting. The Council decided to slow was elected to be secretary cion. "For the image and reputaendorse the protest "as a means of of the group. Future elections of tion of the institution of the
expressing individual concern Council officers will be held at Supreme Court, he (Haynesworth)
about the war in Vietnam,"
the second Council meeting of each should ask President Nixon to withdraw his name," Meskill asserted.
The Council also passed a re- academic term.
Representative Thomas Meskill
from West Hartford said last
Friday that he doubts that the Oct.
15 Moratorium will help end the
Vietnam war. Speaking at the
annual dinner of the Trinity Club
of Hartford Meskill held that a
swift end to the war would come
only from supporting President
Nixon's peace efforts In Paris.
"If I thoughtthat the Moratorium
would contribute to an end of the
war," Meskill explained, "I would
hope for its' success." In his opinion, however, the nationwide Oct.
15 Moratorium will only weaken the
President's position in the Paris
talks. Should the war continue,
Meskill warned, the monthly Moratoriums (two days in November.

Lockwood Rejects Council Proposals
For Draft Study, Information Center
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J.S. Havelin Reads Tonight
by Steve Bauer

I met Jim Havelin the second
semester of last year~when I was
an exchange student at Vassar. I
was walking through the living
room of Strong House when I was
confronted with the image of a
very big small frail strong man
with a mane like a lion's sitting on a
couch, playing with an orange dayglo doughnut. I have seen him often
since then. Tonight at 8:00 in Wean
Lounge he will read from his newly
published book of poems, RITES OF
PASSAGE and from some of his unpublished and soon to De puoiisnea
stuff. Jimmy looks old although he
is one with us in age. The oldness
comes from many things, I guess,
from experience and emotion, from
tests of manhood and courage, from
the pressures and squeezes American society puts upon a man of
moral convictions and sensitive
disposition.
JOHN LENNON lays on bachground layer of "Hello Goodbye" in
Some background material.
1967. The Beatles were the first act to make creative over dubbing a Jimmy is 21-years-old,as old as
regular recording procedure, in 1963, since become standard in the I am and a'far better poet than I
am. He enrolled at Wesleyan in
industry.
September, 1966, the year-1 enrolled here. He left Wesleyan for
various reasons, personal, political, moral, around Christmas of
196 7. He went to Boston where he
worked for the American Friends
Service Committee and for the
Boston Resistance. He was drafted
by D.J. Reilert
and now awaits imprisonment for
Occasionally we have the good
ming's real fine, and John, al- refusing induction. In the meanfortune to receive an outstanding
though rather hidden, can still time he has continued to write
A-type album. It is a fine week stand up to anyone else on rhythm. poetry and has worked toward a
indeed when we hear two new ones.
So there. A, all reservations being vision of a new publishing house
October began well with the release engulfed in the general goodness of called Charon Press, a press that
would feature the work of very
of the second and third no-reserva- the album.
tions A1 s of 1969.
Then there's The Band. We saw young and very good poets whose
Abbey Read is the most together
them at The Brooklyn Academy ' work might be unorthodox enough
thing the Beatles have done in over
Opera House last Saturday, part to remain unconsidered by the estwo years. It's the first together of a three-week experimental pro- . tablished houses. Early inSeptemrock album they've done in three
gram of benefit concerts and ber of this year, Charon Press
(since Revolver, which I'll always. movies which some nice people in was born in Boston, and Jimmy's
swear: is the ,#1 rock ablum ever). that borough are hoping to expand first book of poems, RITES OF ,
Their twelfth collection of songs into a regular thing. Michael David, PASSAGE,, was-published. His secfalls short of previous efforts only
the director, has been worrying ond volume, THE TERRORS, is
in lyrical content: several songs about people shying away because due in January:1970. He is curare caught between serious and
the shows are ten subway minutes rently teaching Thoreau among
.silly-good-time-rock (and there- into the good Kingsly borough. I other people at an experimental
fore excusable) words. This ren- must admit that it was the first school in Boston. He has read at
ders them just very, very good, time I ever felt that a blonde lady Wesleyan, Connecticut College,
rather than a customary perfect.
friend walking beside me wasn't Vassar, Hamilton, Sarah LawOn the other hand, it's safe to say an asset, as dark shadows moved rence. Tonight he will read at
that this is the best produced rock in and out of alleys, following my Trinity.
album ever issued. Period, The six tweed and her cape and customseparate songs on side one are in- made red hat. The Joy of Cooking,
dividually treated, and each easily from Berkeley, began the show.
stands out by itself. John gets back
They are a five-piece group with
to His Style Vocal on 'Come To- ; a superfluous bongo and tambourgether', Paul screams his way suine player, a boring drummer, and
perbly during 'Oh! Darling' (No,
sort-of proficient others: guitar•'/• Mr, Goheri, John does not sing that ist-singer, electric piano-guitar,
, by Gil Ott
song ... even you have to give
and bass. The reminded me of
McCartney credit for something.), j Youngbloods and early Jefferson
To the great relief of this writer,
and 'Something' is a gem,; though a Airplane watered down an ocean. Trinity's
literary anus has finally
little overdone. The other tracks
The audience likedthem, for some stopped production of those nifty
on the side create their own total strange reason. (Waiting for the little
magazines (which no one
environment, and can't be taken Band', I suppose*) Alan Ginsberg
'
.
Teads
anyway). COLLAGE, which
apart, 'I Want You' is not a blues, read some "Poetry," whichhadthe
had been one of the best maga: but as their first American album . texture
of fresh vomit, the zines of its type in New England,
quoted Lennon, 'It's just our pungency of overnight feces and the
seems to have simply dropped out
music."
.•'".'..
warmth of a gutter on a summer's of existence, failing to publish an
Side two is one of those dozenor ; day. He threw a few nice lines in issue in over a year.
so immortal sides. It brings out here and there, but he really imPerhaps a little innovation, a
.their still-unequalled skill at pop presses measnothinglessormore >i little editorial creativity, wpuld
than
an
asshole,
A
religious
person
synthesis, and in a reprise of '.You
help to animate and coordinate the;
Never Give Me Your Money', they should barf at his! debauchery of printedword.
:
outdo everything the WHo did on Eastern chants.
. PHOENIX has arisen in an ef'• 'Tommy'. There are little things
Finally, the Band. They are fort to promote such aesthetic
here and there that I don't really
beautiful. They are together, tight, continuity., Rather than serving,
like, but again, they're so well in-. serene, and totally real. Organ appetizing (yet non-satisfying) tid. tegrated into the side's develop- work was especially outstanding, ibits ofartandliterature, PHOENIX
ment that one can't really argue, and the vocals, Helms' especially, expects to present the reader with
'with them. The last series (of Gold- , were unique and above reproach. a poetic banquet. This will be ac• en Slumbers Carry That Weight •'! They have been together so long complished bydiminshingthe.numand The End) is as yet unmatched ! that they play and sing everything ber of individual artists and
•_• for a nice finale. The finest Series, I as one. There was a noticeable allowing the few authors, them. I think, is 'Honey'. '..','
; barrier between them and the audi- selves, to mold their creations into
; •, • Here again, Paul shows he Is the ence; they seem to play more for a sentient whole. In this connection
best all-around figure- in rock themselves than others, and the the editors of PHOENIX will serve
today. The album, with the excep- result is a sacred setting which more as "advisors" than dictators,
tion of three songs, was done by draws the entire house toward the selecting*' a concordant staff of
him. His bass lines are unparalled
stage. The Band, their second al- poets rather than isolated works,
. by anyone for variety, imagination' bum, is our third happy A ; and it and,
subsequently, suggesting
and feel, Arid his vocals.are out-;' i earns it by telling simple stories rather than dictating the format.
'.-• standing, as usual, (Catch two con-' of simple folk and times. Done in Moreover, PHOENIX will publish
secutive vocals; Maxwell's Silver a cabana on the West Coast (it four issues this year, thereby
: Hammer and OH! Darling.) George was t o e cold at Big Pink) with giving ample opportunity to all
:••• plays guitar again, and there^ sire families around, the album is a
,;.'. some of us .who still think that he homemade, :(Robertson engineered I Trinity's best poets, artists, prosis; outstanding on grounds of taste it with.producer Simon) tight-knit • ateurs and photographers for selfand technique. Tiienthere are those affair. We won't even talk about the | expression,
The emergence of PHOENIX,
':.. who still swear he can out Clapton contents now. Buy it. There are two
..-;'. and anyone else, when he feels like great American groups. Crosby, therefore, should serve not only
•... it, Soaring tremoloes on'The End'. Stills, Nash, and Young have good to revive, but to rejuvenate the
currently frigid literary climate
You can't, fool me. Ringo's drum- company.
at Trinity.

Frumunda

Two Very Nice Bands

Phoenix
Emerges

Jim is shy and outgoing, friendly cantatory impact. His shorter
and introspective, willing to talk pieces are lilting and lyrical, full
and willing to listen, a man of para- of cadence and sometimes of
doxes for this schizophrenic age. corpses, of anger and betrayal and
His poetry is only part of himself. love. His work is essentially
He is the other part. He looks and gentle, for Jim is a gentle man,
acts as though he is carrying a and today that is a difficult quality
weight; that is because he is. The to hide. His poetry is full of the
weight of conscience in a con- emotions that are common in us,
scienceless society, the tragedy of for he is ons of us, with a larger
innocence betrayed, the ugliness of and wider voice, a voice that can
an image of beauty killed by squal- help explain the pain and the frusor. Yet he has a vision that I sense tration to those who cannot underand hope many of us do, a vision stand. He is a poet very much of
that reaches beyond today to a today, very much of right now; and
tomorrow we can close our eyes although we are shocked, hurt, and
moved by his work, we can also
and see.
Jim likes sunrises over the At- nod our heads in understanding.
lantic and sunsets across the This man has done it and seen it
Charles. He likes Roethke and and written about it for those who
Jarrell and Berryman maybe most may only have done it and seen it.
His poetry is about the war and
of all. The wind strongly blowing
in his face, the movement of the about the horror of killing, about
earth. Peace and quiet fellowship the cowardly callousness of those
and tempura vegetables. He likes who cannot see, about the affection
to write picture poems and to speak and the union we all are seeking,
out against the things that need about the need for love in a seemspeaking out against. Like the hor- ingly loveless void. And yet he
ror of this war and the insensitivity manages to transcend the datedof the draft. And he speaks out ness of the 1960's by tying his
for the things which need speaking themes of today in with the themes
for. Like honor and courage and of yesterday an-J of tomorrow.
/ So come tonight at 8;00. Wean
understanding.
Jim's poetry is largely based Lounge, A new and very good poet.
upon rhythm and imagery. His Some of the work is political, mu:h
longer cpoems (and already he has of it is not. He is reading in conwritten three of over 30 pages each) junction with the Moratorium lieare written in sections, sections cause he feels as strongly as many
that pick up additional meanings of us do about the war, not because
and shadings from the sections that his poetry is rhetorical venom or
follow, long evocations of moods proselytizing propaganda. And he
and experiences that achieve a is very young, He has years ahead
heightened rhetoric of almost in- of him. As do we all.

Coeducation Finds Impact
On Infirmary Facilities
The College infirmary has increased personnel to make medical
help available 24 hours a day all
week and added another ward to
accommodate female students.

Continuous medical service is
also aided this year through the
direct delivery of moals from the
dining hall to the infirmary.
The addition of a ward, bath,
and lounge area on third floor
According to College Nurse Ruth Hamlin to the ward, bath, and
Aronson, the College now retains office-examining room on the secthe services of five nurses as com- ond floor was necessary to provide
pared with one in previous years. separate wards for men and women
There is a nurse in the infirmary, patients.
located on the second floor of
The expansion was also necesHamlin Hall, 24 hours a day during sary, Miss Aronson commented
the school week and from 8:00 because the crowding of four beds
a.m. until 12 noon Saturday. Dur- into the one existing ward constiing the remainder of the weekend,, tuted "slum conditions." The exone of two nurses living onVernon pansion now allows the infirmary
Street may be contacted by calling one additional bed, including two
Mather Hall.
adjustable Gatch hospital beds for
In previous years, the only help patients requiring special comavailable during the evening, early fort.
morning and weekends was from a
Thus far the infirmary has tod
student aide who was not authorized nine patients use the wards and
to give out medicine, Miss_ Aron- over 700 out-patients, Miss Aronson said.
-; • •' , ' • ' son said,

Moratorium Gains Support
(Continued from Page 1)
and several national corporations
announced their participation, and
an increasingly large number of
colleges and universities planned
to take an active role.
At Georgetown University, the
school's president, the Rev. R. J.
Henle, S.J., announced that classes
Wednesday would oe optional.
Henle also has sent a letter to
President Nixon expressing the
"consensus of the University" on
the issue of the war. President
Goheen of Princeton termed the
desire of many on his campus to
join the moratorium "entirely
understandable and appropriate."
In response to a student petition, the Regents of the University
of New Mexico endorsed planned
discussions of the war as part of
the Moratorium. The Regents' r e solution stated in part "We commend students for their thoughtful,
moderate, and helpful approach to
the issue." The Senate of Columbia
University and the Faculty of Liberal Arts at Harvard have both

passed resolutions endorsing the
moratorium and calling for an end
to the war. The Columbia resolution noted that "the most reasonable plan for pyace is the
immediate withdrawal of all U.S.
forces."
The Student Mobilization Committee to End the War has announced a campaign of "No Peace
for Nixon." Don Gurewitz, an SMC
organizer said the campaign would
involve picketing of the President
at all of his public appearances
until the war ended, but noted that
"we don't think it's possible to end
the war by shouting a man down or
preventing him from speaking,"
The SMC is preparing plans for a
massive anti-war march In Washington on November 15, coinciding
with the second monthly observance of the moratorium.
President Nixon however lias
stated that "As far as this kind of
activity is concerned, we expect
it. However, under no circumstances will I be affected by it."
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Higgins Sees Drugs, Sex as Attempts at Love
by Mark Welshimer
" Present student sexual behav- so-called heavy petting, and petThere may be physiological reaior anfl drug usage as an attempt ting to climax" rather than sexson for earlier sexual experiences,
to develop love among each other" ual intercourse.
even earlier marriages, the counhas not been successful, Dr. Hig- He described sex as a way for selor said. Society has put the colgins told the Town Gown Forum adolescents to prove that they are lege student in a position where he
in his second lecture Tuesday. fully functioning adults in the face
is financially unable to marry,
The third Higgins lecture on of technological incompetence in
Higgins said. "While society is
"The Psychology of the College society. It is "after this doubt is
constantly seducing individuals inStudent" "will be today at 1:30 p. settled that there is either a real to the delights of sexuality, it is
m. in Goodwin Theatre.
attempt on their part to try to build
also consistently forbidding them
Higgins said that "the task for a meaningful relationship or that
and taking them away", he added.
the human adolescent at this time they give up the relationship alHiggins said that drugs are not
of his life is the task of develop- together," Higgins said.
solving the problems that students
ing his capabilities as a lover."
rely on them to solve. He said
Sexual activity of young people
He noted that the nature of in- "is increasing in proportion to
that as many as two-thirds of tocrease in student sexual activity their sense of alienation from
day's college students have used
is one of "genital contact, nudity, their society," Higgins said.
drugs, although few have tried ad-

dictive drugs. "College students
of today are not stupid and they
are using drugs to increase what
they consider their human capacities", he commented.
Drug usage has not been a solution to student problems, and "the
quasi - religious, mystical, unionof-love aspects of drug usage have
almost completely disappeared,"
Higgins said.
Students may have a joint before
going to a concert much the same
way adults have a cocktail before
going out in the evening," he r e marked.
Students are following models

LIBERAL ARTS

set for them by their culture,
Higgins added, in the form of cigarettes and alchohol, a generation
parallel to drugs. Student sexual
behavior ^nd drug usage resulted
"from the intrinsic egocentricism
and narcissism" of the adolescent
personality and "the adolescent's
inability to stop copying his dominant culture", he said. He commented that aspirin is a drug,
and that thirty-four billion aspirin
were sold in the United States
last year.
" The student still remains lonely," Higgins concluded, "and his
narcissism and egocentrism is increased even though he is attempting to escape it by means of venturing into some special, meaningful experience with other people
which will give a sense of unique,
intense closeness."
Higgins examination of "Sex and
Drugs" was the second of five
Town Gown lectures to be in the
Austin Arts Center this semester.

Ruiz Studies
Prerequisites
Of Revolution

4

PQT can opena
whole newworld of opportunity..
Each year, NSA offers challenging career opportunities to Liberal Arts majors
through participation in the Professional Qualification Test. This year, NSA has
scheduled the PQT for Saturday, December 6,1969. Completion of this Test by
the Liberal Arts major is a prerequisite to consideration for NSA employment.
The Career Scene at NSA: The National Security Agency is the U.S. Government agency responsible for developing invulnerable communications systems
to transmit and receive vital information. As an NSA professional, you will be
trained to work on programs of national importance in such areas as:
• Cryptography—developing & logical proving of new cryptologic concepts
• Research—the gathering, analysis, and reporting of substantive data
• Language—used as a basic tool of research into a number of analytioai fields
• Programming—includes data systems program writing, and development of
mechanical and administrative procedures
• Documentation—technical writing in its broadest sense, including research,
writing, editing, illustrating, layout and reproduction
Your specific academic major is of secondary importance. Of far greater importance are your ingenuity, intellectual curiosity and perseverance—plus a
-jesire to apply them in assignments where "imagination is the essential qualification."
•
SALARIES, start at $7,639.00 and are supplemented by the benefits of career
federal employment.
ADVANCEMENT AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT—NSA promotes from within,
and awards salary increases as you assume greater responsibility. NSA also is
anxious to stimulate your professional and intellectual growth in many ways,
including intensive formal as well as on-the-job training. Advanced study at any
of seven area universities can be partially or wholly reimbursed through NSA
Fellowships and other, assistance programs.
.
-••.,...
The deadline lor PQT applications is November 21 (tor the December 6 test). Pick
up a PQT Bulletin at your Placement Office. It contains full details and the
necessary test registration form. College Relations Branch, National Security
Agency, Ft Qeorge 6. Meade, Maryland 20755. Attn: M321. An equal opportunity employer, M&f.

national

security
agency
. where Imagination is the essential qualification.

Class antagonism, intellectuals
critical of the established order,
inefficient government machinery
and a decaying ruling class are
the prerequisites of successful
revolution, Ramon Ruiz told the
Non-Western Studies colloquium
last Monday.
Speaking on the 1959 Cuban Revolution and the 1910 Mexican
Revolution, Ruiz said the two revolts were efforts of national sovereignty. "
"The prime moving force" of
the Mexican revolution was the
desire of the people. to be free
of
United
States' influence,
he claimed.
He discounted the theory that
Castro's success was attributable
to guerilla tactics. "Revolution
was not the result of arme,d protest," he 'said. Ruiz noted that
Batista's army could not have
defended the regime because the
preconditions of revolution were
present. The social structure of
each country had to be taken separately because the Cuban revolt
had succeeded much more quickly than the Mexican had, the Smith
professor observed.
In Cuba, the classes of society '..
were divided. According to Ruiz,
the wealthy had no political power
and had to rely on\the U.S. The
urban and rural areas had differing ideas. Batista coup's of 1933
and 1934 left the military isolated
from the people so the guerrillas
could go to Marxism and still find
popular support he continued.
In the case of Mexico, the revolt
was slow because the bourgeoisie
was trapped between a landed elite
with political power and a huge
peasantry with nothing, he said.
Puiz accused the U.S.: and its
press of misinterpreting Castro's
views. He stated that it was Nixon
and not John Kennedy who devised
the Bay of Pigs invasion.
Castro came to the U.S. in
April, 1959, and was unable to see
President Eisenhower because Ike
was "playing golf" at Augusta Ruiz
said. As a result, Vice-President
Nixon met with, him in New York
where Castro told Nixon of his •
plans for agrarian reforms. Nixon
labeled this communism, told the
President about it, and formulated :
a plan for the invasion of Cuba
Which President Kennedy used
when he entered the White House,
he said.
When Castro leftNewYork, Ruiz
said, he had to make a choiceeither to put up with the U.S. and
forget the reforms or go ahead
•' and forget the U.S.
:
Later he was offered the aid of
the Soviet Union and he took It,
according to Ruiz.
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On Target

A Timely Death
EDITORIAL SECTION
October 14, 1969

Mr. Meskill
And the Moratorium
Representative Thomas Meskill's remarks in support of President
Nixon are typical of the senselessness that governs this nation.
Mr. Meskill asks for fairness in judging the President; he has been in.
office, Meskill observes, for only eight months. But Richard Nixon has
been President for nine months, and has yet to make a sincere move
toward peace.
Mr. Meskill asks that tomorrow's Moratorium be a demonstration of
faith in the President. Evidently, he has forgotten a similar request
made six months ago by Presidential aide Henry A. Kissinger, that
dissidents give the new Administration three to six months to progress
toward a settlement.
Mr. Meskill argues that only the success of the Paris peace talks can
bring a swift end to the war. But his assurances come amidst reports
that the bargaining position of the Vietcong has hardened, and that the
peace talks remain hopelessly deadlocked.
Mr. Meskill maintains that Nixon has proven "he is going to get us
out by starting the withdrawal of troops." Yet over one half million
Americans remain. Nixon's token withdrawals are attempts to appease
War critics; they do not reflect a genuine commitrhent to end the war.
Mr. Meskill asserts that if the peace talks fail, "in' a matter of
months the South Vietnamese would take over combat operations
according to Nixon's plan." But Vietnamization of the war, even if it
succeeds, will not end it, nor will it free this country from
responsibility for the war's horror.
. "We should keep in mind," Mr. Meskill cautions, "that President
Nixon is the only one who can bring the troops home." Apparently Mr.
Meskill agrees with the President that public opinion should not
influence the nation's foreign policy.
It seems Mr. Meskill agrees that Nixon's election gives him the right
to dictate, to ignore criticism, to perpetrate a foreign policy repugnant
to most Americans.
The simple fact is that Richard Nixon has failed as President,even by
the standards he himself expressed in a well-received campaign address:
"...The days of a passive President belong to a simpler past;..the next
President must take an activist view of his office..;(he) cannot stand
aside from crises; he cannot ignore division; he cannot simply paper
over disunity,"
.
.
•
;
So it goes, tjopefully, tomorrow's Moratorium will be a cry of
protest even Richard Nixon cannot ignore.
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One always knows that the school
year has begun when he reads of
the latest Senate shenanigans. As
usual, the boredom begins with the
usual soul-searching and general
moral house cleaning performed
so well by all of our Senators. The
scenario invariably concludes with
pious cause for a "restructure."
The situation is somewhat reminiscent of the revolving door
French republics as no one knows
or seems to care exactly which
faction or individual is temporarily
supreme. In reality however, our
representatives must be given
credit for some intelligence. They
apparently have come to the conclusion that, lacking any leadership qualities whatever, they can
bore their constituency into submission. They are quite right.
The Senators always, seem to
keep themselves reasonably well
occupied, however, which if nothing
else, performs the merciful task
of keeping them out of any other
school activities. Recently they
have seized upon an issue which
would fascinate any aspiring adolescent. It is the restructuring to
end all restructuring, at least until
next year. Under the final plan,
which is a revision of the last
eleven final plans, dorm constituencies are going to be established. This is a remarkably
practical idea but has, as usual,

by Alan Marchisotto
become horribly disfigured in the
course of gaining Senate approval.
Apparently, our new Senate is to
have special interest groups. It is
quite Interesting that the same
people who rave on about pure
democracy and complain bitterly
about the over representation of
rural interests in state legislatures are more than willing to set
up a similarly unequal voting system as regards the college population. Apparently, one's affinity for
the one man one vote principle varies with the Interest group that
violates it. The singling out of one
group on campus for special representation because of their 1 racial
background, as has been done, or
because of religious or ethnic affiliations is wrong. It is a mark of
supreme moral and intellectual
dishonesty. The idea of creating
an all black constituency outside
of the1 dormitory system Is perhaps plausible. To then compound
this precarious judgment'by allotIng two representatives to the
black students Instead of one, which
all other constituencies! are being
allotted, Is unacceptable. The Idea
of a black dorm is equally undesirable. Federal aid has been cut off
from those schools which have attempted to set up a segregated
social atmosphere. But disregarding such crass money considerations, one would think that the

discrimination inherent in a black
dorm would be anathema to the
piously liberal college student. A
two-sided social and political philosophy apparently allows for such
inconsistencies, however.
The Senate has in the past striven
mightily to demonstrate to the college community its total worthlessness. Their recent actions
must have convinced even the last
remaining doubters. The simple
fact is that most students do not
care about the Senate or about student government. Those that are
interested and have become involved in it have proven to be
incompetent, totally devoid or deserving of respect. There is no
valid reason for the Senate's existence. It has disgraced itself time
and again through its total disregard for legal procedure, but more
importantly it brings discredit
upon all members of the College,
It should therefore be abolished.
This does not mean that all power,
should now flow to Williams
Memorial. The administration,
since it came into office has shown
itself to be as destructive in its
policies as had the Senate. It deserves a similar fate. Clearly, the
only group on campus with the
credentials to govern is the faculty.
It is time they claimed their rightful place. .

LETTERS to the editor
-'ID cards'
To the Editor:
Well, the checkers at the library
are at it again. They're demanding
that everyone show his I.D. card
before being allowed to enter those
hallowed halls on the quad. It seems
that the higher-ups read the riot
act this afternoon after they saw
one of the checkers let his ROOMMATE go through without having him flash his magic yellow
plasticized picture card.
Now isn't this getting a little
ridiculous? Every checker knows
who I am, and I frankly resent
being asked ' to re-establish my
identity every day. God only knows
how this may be fouling up ,my
psyche; or for that matter all the
other psyches on campus. If we're
not careful. Dr. Higgins may not
be enough to re-establish our equilibria;
. / •
It seems to me that the library,
staff can be trusted to ferret out
those people whom they don't recognize and ask> them to identify
themselves more completely. It's
some "college community" that
can't even enter Its own "library
without having to pass a checkpoint Charley.
'
I fully realize that the library
is more crowded this year than
last. Nevertheless I fail to see how
this justifies the constant nuisance
that this.new regulation represents. Have we really gotten that
big? They've already liberated
Hamlin Hall. Will the library have
to be next?
Bill Scherer '70

'harrass'
To the Editor:
I would appreciate it if you would
be willing to print .this letter and
the enclosed memorandum which
was sent to the student body at the
opening of college, and which, I
fear, may have been obscured by
the volume of communications at
that time. The library staff views
the voluntary showing of ID cards
as the quickest and fairest way to
accomplish the necessary screening of the authorized and unauthorized hundreds who seek library
service here, renews its request
for cooperation and understanding,
and assures everyone that a desire

to "harrass" plays no part whatsoever in this new procedure.
Sincerely yours,
Donald B. Engley
Librarian

Library Stand
Because the student body continues to increase in size and
because non-Trinity faculty and
students are seeking library service from us in ever-increasing
numbers, we are having real difficulty in readily identifying our
cbnstituency. For several years
we have asked the student body to
use their embossed ID cards when
charging library books. This step
was taken to insure that the library
had a complete and legible name
and box number for every charge.
As we start a new academic year
we are requesting that Trinity students show their ID cards upon entering the building. This decision
has been taken with great reluctance. We hope that we shall have
your understanding in this matter.
Our only motive is to insure that
we fully serve the needs ofTrintty
students first, it has become impossible for us to be the library
for students and faculty of other
schools and colleges oh a regular
basis. We lack the staff, seating
space, and sufficient duplicates of
important books for this. We shall
continue to serve others on a limited basis, with the control being a
letter of introduction from the
other person's library specifying
his needs. This is in line with the
letter we supply our students who
wish to use other academic
libraries.
Graduate students, now numbering 400 or more, will also be asked
to show their cards. The faculty,
a smaller and more easily identifiable group, will be asked to show
identification whenever the checkpoint personnel and Circulation
Desk staff do not recognize, them
as our faculty.
Because of the heavy work load
on our small staff, the Increasing
incidence of book losses and mutilations, . and the pressure on our
Physical facilities, it has become
mandatory that we know at all
times who is using the Library
Given this situation not of our
1
Ken T V e r y m u c h h°W that
we shall have your understanding

and cooperation, Your comments
on this and any other matters concerning library service are earnestly solicited and will be considered by the Faculty Library
Committee which has student
representation on It.
Donald B. Engley
Librarian

'black dorm'
To the Editor:
The idea of a black dorm Is
repugnant to me because it seeks
to ignore the very problems that
racism creates. What less effective solution can there be to the
problem of black-white understanding than the complete isolation of black and white? Surely
the students weren't accepted here
merely to remain apart. Had I
wanted a segregated environment
I would have applied to 'Ole Miss,
not a liberal arts New England
college. Presumably those who
seek an all black environment are
free to enroll in Howard. It certainly makes Httle sense to further
restrict the contact of students with
the real world when it is restricted
enough already by the very nature
of an isolated center of learning
"'neath the elms." Prostitution to
demands of any student interest
group borders on abdication of
judgment, who in all reasonableness would support a complete
separation of black and white when
supposedly they, are brought together to see each others point of
view and gain a wider perspective?
I would support a student referendum on the subject, but the idea of
the Senate making so fateful a decision merelyto emulate programs
at other institutions doesn't seem
quite fair, pd like a say in it.
Andy Shaw '70

'tyranny3
To the Editor!
Your moratorium edttoral of
last issue (Oct. 7) quite obviously
reflected your own personal
preferences In regard to the Viet
Nam Issue, and as such, you too
are "insulting the intelligence of
(Continued on Page'S)
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LETTERS tothe editor

by Bill Searle

Housing in Hartford is much like
that in any other city — a dirty,
beat-up, rat infested high rent
* mess. Many people a r e aware of
the situation. There's a lot of talk;
the chamber of commerce forms
committees; church groups discuss the problem; the Revitalization Corps paints apartments; college students do research; the
Travelers Research Corporation
devises new techniques in housing
etc. A person walking through the
worst areas of the North End in
1960 b.c. (before committees) and
in 1969 a.c. (after committees)
would notice only that the worst
areas are now larger. It's an old,
old story.
Why the stagnancy? No potent
* political force has moved to fight
the problem. There has been little
organizing in Hartford. No one has
put sustained pressure onthe politicians to get the housing codes enforced. No one has looked into who
the slumlords are and how they circumvent the laws. Judges are consistently lenient with the landlords,
yet no one has studied how lenient
or why. No one has organized any
strong support of legislation for
housing courts, rent control, or
innovative housing. Thus, the housing problem remains a political
football.
•»
We think that Trinity must get
involved in this vital area, and not
in a palliative way. The people who
live in these houses must have the
power to help themselves — this is

(Continued from Page 4)
be fine. I mean we have to be talking. Increasing evidence, howthe college community."
REASONABLE; I mean if everyever, seems to suggest that this is
the only way that the problem can
In a democratic community such body started pushing and shoving
a phenomenon more conspicuous in
be really affected. A wide range
its absence rather than its presof possible approaches is open. as Trinity College, we always must at once, well, I mean everything
wary of the tyranny of the would simply break down, and of ence. I will take the article in
There are people on campus be
majority. Indeed James Madison,
course that would be bad for Oct. 3 TRIPOD, "The Image of the
with experience in organizing ten- in
the "Federalist Papers," was
EVERYONE.
Black in Film" as a case in point.
ants; there are community groups concerned
about
this
sort
of
Another thing, taxes are going
There is neither space nor suffiwho need help in organizing ten- tyranny which he said would result
ants. For example, the Hartford when the majority decided to ex- up and up. And part of it is be- cient venom to confront this article
cause of this welfare thing. I mean completely or even to wonder about
Housing Authority has slapped a
its will into areas outside the we can't even afford a car in the the value of such a conference as
large portion of its tenants with a tend
stated purpose of the group in
city anymore, just because they the author describes. It will be suf$13 per month raise, effective question.
say some people aren't eating ficient instead to express my
October 10. There hasbeennoreal
Applying this to Trinity and the enough up there in Harlem. Well, horror and sadness at the author's
opposition to this because of the
fragmentation of the people. moratorium, we must remember I mean, everybody knows that those representation of the director,
Another large landlord just upped that closing the school on Oct. welfare lists are just FILLED with D. W. Griffith and his film BIRTH
his rents $10 per month, with only 15 would set the college AS AN people who don't need it, that it's OF A NATION.
Of all the old masters of the cinineffectual opposition. Students can INSTITUTION as well as a com- all so corrupt. I mean, before they
help established groups to organize munity of individuals, against the ' ask us for money, they should at ema, Griffith is the one most in
least clean up their own affairs. need of objective study. He is
people, provide research, help co- war and in favor of immediate
ordinate activities, do legwork, withdrawal. But making moral And then, when they do get the neither an outmoded pioneer nor
judgments on national issues can- money, they don't move into a nice a naive sentimentalist, and it is
etc.
not be viewed as a function of the neighborhood or anything but they sadly obvious that the author of
There are people on campus in- college institution. A parallel ges- buy those big Cadillacs! And all this article is ignorant of his subterested in developing a body of ture on the national level would be we can afford is a little Volks- ject matter when he labels the
knowledge about housing in Hart- a Congressional act prohibiting wagen station wagon! It's Just maker of INTOLERANCE and
ford. This would include reports pre-marital intercourse, which I absurd, that's what it is. Absurd! BROKEN BLOSSOMS a racist.
by government and private agen- am sure the Tripod would not supNow, I'm no George Wallace,
Griffith was not a racist; and even
cies, reports from other cities on port.
I'll let my record stand. There if we admit the possibility of unefforts there, priviate studies done
were
even
some
Negroes
in
my
conscious racism, BIRTH OF A
by students, etc. They hope not only — The moratorium has a definite class at St. Paul's. And they got NATION is not racist in comparito aid any students who are working place on this campus and should in FREE, too. And I don't believe son with such current pseudoon this, but also to pass the infor- be observed by everyone who that colored people are inferior - - relevancies as UP TIGHT and its
mation along to interested com- believed in it. But just as the Pres- I mean, look at all those great brethren.
ident is not the college, so the
munity groups.
majority of students are not the people they have - - Ralph Bunche,
Griffith was a Southerner and
and Marian Anderson, and Sidney felt strongly, as I do, that the
There are opportunities for all college.
Poitier,
and
Bill
Cosby
—
why
sorts of action. Work must start
Steven Pearlstein '73
South had been wronged after the
they're all a credit to their race, Civil War and that these wrongs
this semester, not next year. If
And in fighting the Vietcong, those had. never been fully expressed.
you are interested in the problems
black boys get right up there along- He believed that this film honestly
of housing and their causes, contact
side of our guys and kill those and impartially told the truth. Yet
Tony DiBella or Bill Searle, Box
little slopes with the best of them. the author of the article believes
831; or come totheT.C.A.C. office
I just think that they shouldn't that you should "feel ashamed and
in 201 Boardman Hall.
be so uppity. I mean, we're giving degraded when you see the blacks
them so much for FREE! And we represented as happy, stupid, and
To the Editor
have to be REASONABLE, and not childlike." Far from being a stermake any HASTY decisions be- eotypg.this portrait of the blacks of
Now I'm liberal (to a degree) cause
we don't want to do anything that time, especially of the black
but I just don't agree with all these WRONG
that might HURT some- Lieutenant Governor, is unique and
black power folks. Just to set the one. I think
that some sort of com- closer to the truth than the liberal
record straight, I worked in the mittee should
be set up to STUDY
be reached with the New Senate to civil rights groups before it was this problem and then make a establishment cares to admit nowadays. They babble about free
fashionable, and I call our maid
assure a broad representation of
REPORT on it. Then, when we have
opinion and hence a better solu- " Mrs." (wow,, she really has all these other problems out of the" speech, but refuse to recognize it
rhythm!), but I think that the way we can sit down and set every- if they feel it antagonizes the mintion.
ority groups of whom they are so
The new Senate, however, will "blacks" (that is what they want thing right.
much in abject terror.
to be called, isn't it?) are just
not be elected until October ,
I mean, well, we can't just JUMP
Randolph J. Mann
and whether or not it will be able going too fast.
Let me give you an example:
into this thing. (And anyway, well,
to act on Salisch's proposal imsome very nice "black" people want I mean I realize we can't really
mediately is doubtful.
Salisch also said that the expan- to move into our building. The hus- say this publicly, but if they've
waited so long already why can't
sion plans have run into some other band is a professor at Columbia,
Literary Supplement
they wait just a couple years
Problems. "One of the major diffi- and they have three very wellculties, as always, is money. The behaved little children. Now I be- longer?)
Christopher S, Gray
quality of the solution we arrive lieve in integration and all that
The TRIPOD literary
at may be affected by the funds (I give five dollars to the NAACP
supplement will be published
each
year
when
they
send
one
of
available. If we cannot raise suffiearly in November. All
cient monies, we cannot expand. their girls around but I think that
submissions-prose, poetry,
We won't enroll anybody we can't moving into our building will only
essays, reviews, photography and
house. However, it's nothing five harm this man and cause him grief.
artwork-are due by October 24.
Why,
if
he
moves
in
everybody
will
million dollars wouldn't cure."
Submit to Box 1310, or slip
remark
on
it,
and,
well,
I
just
don't
To the Editor:
Salisch also said building and
through the slot on the TRIPOD
think
he
is
READY
for
it.
If
he
I have been led to believe, at
grounds will take increased initiadoor. Include a return envelope.
tive in formulating plans for cam- would only WAIT for a little while, least in the past, that one mark of
pus refurbishing, as well as only be PATIENT until everything the educated man is that he knows
settles down, I'm sure that it would to a l'arge extent about what he is
maintenance projects.

*hlack power folks'

Salisch Asks for Students
To Work on Housing Plans
An active student role in the formulation of plans to increase
enrollment to 1600 by next fall was
called for Marc S. Salisch in an
interview Friday.

•

• '•••

"We want to make the solution,
more pertinent to 'the students who
have to live with it. We'd like to
avoid another Jones Hall if we can,"
Salisch said.
The plan calls for an increase in
enrollment of approximately 200
students, and expansion of current
.college facilities in the areas.of
dining, laundry, etc.
Salisch, however, said, "Nothing
is finalized; we've come up with
some short-term answers, but
we're aiming at the lasting solution. That's why student participation is so important, and that's
why we're proceeding very slowly
-until we can get it."
Salisch expressed the hope that
a close Uaison on the matter could

'sufficient venom'

SO THAT'5

Publishers-Hall Syndicate
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Students Stop
Sali&ch Move
To Jones Hall
The residents of Jones Hall have
persuaded Marc S. Saliscli, new
associate dean for community life,
not to move his office into their
basement lounge..
After
circulating a petition
against Salisch's move, the residents voted 75-26-1 to give the
dean time to " consider the costs
of the proposed move."
Salisch said in an interview
Thursday that he dropped the plan
because his intention had been to
" establish rapport with students"
by making the move.
The Tenement Dwellers Association (TDA) of Jones voted as a
block to oppose the move on the
grounds that it would •" lower the
property value" of their "slum."
Jones resident, Michael J. Gross
'73 said he thought Salisch should
try to make Jones more livable
instead of moving in. He also said
a,plan should be developed to prevent anyone having to live there
more than once.

Craig Welch,
Dave Welch,
James Howard

THE COLLEGE PLAN
for
THE COLLEGE MAN

Collegemaster
Representatives

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

TUESDAY, October 14
1:30 p.m. Town-Gown Forum"Over
Thirty, Disruption, and The New
Order" Dr. George Higglns
Goodwin Theatre, A.A. C.
4;00 p.m. Faculty Meeting, McCook Aud.
6;30 p.m. Revitalization Corps, S.
49
8:00 p.m. Reception - Exhibit
Opening "Shadow Over Prague"
Luciano Guerieri, Austin Arts
Center
8:00 p.m. Poetry Reading by James
Havelin - Wean Lounge
10:30 p.m. Compline - Chapel
WEDNESDAY, October 15
9:00-5:00 p.m. Graduate School
Interviews Univ. of Chicago, Alumni Lounge
Noon, Mass for peace - Chapel
Noon, Football Highlights, Senate
Rm.
THURSDAY, October 16
9:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Graduate
School
Interviews Wharton
School of Business Elton Lounge
FRIDAY, October 11
9:06 a.m. - Noon Graduate School,
Interviews Albert Einstein College of Medicine Senate Rm.
p:30 & 7:15 p.m. Graduate Alumni
In Education Reception and Dinner, Faculty Club and Hamlin
Hall
'
8:15 p.m. Film "I Vitelloni" Cinestudio in Krieble Aud.
3:00 p.m. Fr-. Football - Springfield - Away
4:00 p.m. Var. & Fr. Cross Country - Southern Conn - Home
SATURDAY, October 18
11:00 a^m. Fr. Soccer - Williams
- Home
1:30 p.m. V. Football - Colby Home
8:00 p.m..- Midnight . F i l m s :
"Fires on the Plain" "The I s land of Lost Souls" Cinestudio
in Krieble Aud.
SUNDAY, October 19
10:30 a.m.: The Eucharist Chapel
1:15 p.m. Newman ApostolateMass
Alumni Lounge
5:00 p.m. Vespers - Crypt Chapel
• 8:00 p.m. Film: "Sullivan's Travels" Cinestudio in Krieble Aud.
MONDAY, October 20
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Sign-up
for Baldridge Reading Program
Senate Rm.
9:15 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Graduate
School Interviews Vanderbilt
Law School - Elton L.
1:00 p.m. Matriculation - Chapel
4;00p.m. Concert Choir Rehearsal
Garmany Hall
7:30 - 9;30 p.m. Astronomy Open
House - postponed to Oct. 27
if skies are not clear tonite 5th floor, Elton
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COLLEGE
BARBEK SHOP
"Trinity's Favorite
Since 1947'

TRINITY
BARBERSHOP
Hair Cut & Styled
to your Satisfaction

1220 Broad Street'
Hartford, Conn. 06106
Cor. Allen PlaceOne Block Below
Vernon St., North
Dominic A. Carling, Prop.
Phone 527-5663

"not just cut"
209 Zion St.
"Just over the rocks"

CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED
At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage^ Reward them well when they do manage it.

£

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY 'METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAMICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCIENCE'ENGINEERING SCIENCE-ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer — or write Mr.
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.
CAVUe might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

Pratt &Whitney fiircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

•

—

Cf
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Placement
Fer Students^
we
make
$12 Single-$18 Double
The Biltmore in New York digs students...and they
dig us! Our groovy rooms (newly decorated by a wayout guy named Jacques)...our restaurants...our hospitality...and our " i n " location. The Biltmore is on the
East Side "where the action is."
Want to swing the New York way? Then stay at the
Biltmore, baby...the only hotel that makes concessions
without any student demands.

For reseroationss
In Continental USA call free
In New York State call free
In New York City
Other Realty
Hotels in
New York
The Barclay
The Roosevelt

800-221-2690
800-522-6449

mass for
peace,
noon at
chapel
Wednesday

340-2776

T H E M E W AREALTYHOTEL

WALTER S. BARR FELLOWSHlPS:

INTERVIEWS: Sign up in the placement office.
TUESDAY, OCT. 14
University of Colorado LawSchool
U.S. Civil Service Commission
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 15
University of Chicago Business
School
THURSDAY, OCT. 16
The Wharton School of Business
U.S. Marine O.C.S.
FIRDAY, OCT. 17
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Fellowships of not less than
$1,000 to be awarded to residents
of Hampden County, Mass. For advanced study or research. Renewed
for not more than two additional
years.
Application: The Office of the
Secretary of the HoraceSmith Fund
by Dec. 31, 1969.

FORD FOUNDATION:
Three doctoral programs for
FELLOWSHIPS:
American Indian Students, Black
WATSON TRAVELING FELLOW- students, and Mexican American
SHIP
and Puerto Rican students. AppliAll candidates should see Mr. cation may be secured from the
Butler in the Placement Office beFord Foundation, 320 East 43rd
fore Oct. 23.
St., New York, N.Y. Deadline: Jan.
The Watson fellowship provides
31, 1970.
students with a special grant to
carry on a special project, of nonacademic nature, for one year any- ANDOVER TEACHING FELLOWSHIPS:
where in the world. The COLLEGE
Applications now available in the
is one of 25 institutions participatPlacement Office.
ing in the program,

BILTMORE

"A famous Hotel With Great Tradition"

The Commodore

Madison Avenue at 43rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

CONN. T'PIKE EXIT 4 1 Marsh Hill

ATS DAILY1 AT 2

He made evil an art...

"NO MATTER W H A M S ^ -

KEIR SENTA LILLI
DULLEA-BERGER•PALMER

THE HIP HOP
i

MATS.

V0U REAILY OUGHT TO SEE .

easunidER
SAT.

SSUN.! y
1:10-3:50

r-DAILY A t ' *•«"
SAT. & SUN.: - 7:45 - 10:10 1:30 - 3:30 - 5:30Seats NOT Reserved

5:3W:»
•>:')

I POPULAR PRICES
I Seats NOT Reserved

FUNIWGi
9 t h BIG WEEK!

BEST ACTRESS

MATS, 2:15 Wed., S«l. S Sun. • EV£S. Dally 8:15

iftCBES FREE PARKING -ROCKING CHAIR ? | ^ s T I C K E T S in ADVANCE at all arta

The Hip Hop to Europe on Icelandic Airlines saves you $la'l flying
to Luxembourg. Daily flights from New York to Iceland • Luxembourg • England • Scotland • Norway • Sweden • Denmark. See
your Travel Agent or write for folder CN, Icelandic Airlines, 630
Fifth Ave. (Rockefeller Center), New York,N.Y. 10020 (212) PL 7-8585.

LOWEST ASSt FARES TO EUROPE
med with fat, Southern fried
chicken, rich gravies, mayonnaise, lobsters, swimming in
butter, bacon, fats, sausages
and scrambled eggs. You can
eat until you are full, until you
cannot possibly eat any more.
And still you should lose 10
pounds in the first ten days,
plus IVJ pounds every two days
This is the revolutionary new
thereafter until your weight is
grapefruit diet that everyone is
down to normal. The secret besuddenly talking about. Literalhind this new "Quick weight
ly thousands upon thousands of
loss" is not generally known.
copies have been passed from
Fat, it has "been theorized, doe?
hand to hand in factories, plan s
"and offices throughout the U.S. not form fat. Perhaps fat fights
fat. And the grapefruit juice in
and Canada. Word of its success
this new diet might act as a
has spread like wildfire, becatalyst (th'e "trigger") to start
cause this is the one diet that
the fat burning process. You
-really seems to work for most
stuff yourself on the permitted
overweight people. A well
foods listed in the diet plan, and
known Toronto columnist restill lose unsightly fat and excently praised it to the skies.
cess body fluids. When the fat
He reported losing 20 pounds
and
bloat are gone you will
quickly and easily long after
cease to lose weight, and your
he despaired of ever getting
weighC will remain controlled A
down to his wartime weight of
copy of this new and startlingly
165 pounds. All this without cut*
successful diet plan can be obting out the occasional beer or
tained by sending $2 to
rye. If it is followed exactly the
average
overweight
person
should lose 10 pounds in 10 days.
R & B ASSOCIATES
There will be no weight loss in
P.O. Box 45046
the first four days. But you will
suddenly drop 5 pounds on the
Chicago, Illinois
5th day. Thereafter you will lose
-one pound a day until the 10th
60645
day. Then you will lose V/x
Unconditional money-back guarantee H
after trying the diet plan you have not
pounds every two days until you
lost 7 pounds in the first 7 days, another
get down to your proper height.
6 pounds in the next 7 days, and l>4
pounds
every two days thereafter, simply
Best of all there should be no
return the diet plan and your S2 will be
hunger pangs. Now revised and
refunded promptly, and without argument. Tear out this message a J „ r e .
enlarged, this new diet plan lets
minder. Decide now to regain the trim
you stuff yourself with foods
attractive figure of your youth, while atill
enjoyinif
hearty breakfasts, lunche. and
that were formerly 'forbidden'
dinners Order now before others , „ • »
Such as big steaks, trimup the limited supply.

We getcarried away when
you come around
and we love It!

Advertisement

Loss 10 Lbs. In
10 Days On Mew
Grapefruit Diet

Budweisei!
Is the only beer in America
that's Beechwood Aged
(But you know that.)
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS • NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS • JACKSONVILLE
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Gridders Battle RPI
To Unbelievable Tie
by Shawn O'Donnell

Trinity and RPI pushed each
other all over Dan Jesse Field last
Saturday. When regulationtime ran
out and a cease-fire was declared,
the two teams had battled to a 43-4 3
tie. The Bantams remain winless
after three games. They suffered
a 20-10 defeat at Williams in the
season's opener after tying the
Ephmen, at halftime. Aweeklater,
Bates ambushed the visiting Bantams, scoring three times in the
game's waning moments to overtake Trinity 26-21.
Trinity, and RPI combined for
over 900 yards on offense. The
obliging- defenses gave up 56 first
downs, allowing both squads to
mount sustained drives nearly
every time they had the ball.
Trinity led 28-14 at halftime on
the strength of Jay Bernardoni's
passing, Mike James' receiving
and Dave Kiarsis' running. At this
point, the Bantams seemed, ready
to break the game wide open. However, the offense stalled in the
second half and RPI took advantage of Trinity's lull. While it was
Trinity's Bernardoni whoshinedat
quarterback in the first half, it
was RIP's Bob Baron whose exploits at the helm in the last quarter made the game the thriller that
it was. The RIP passer looked just
like another callow sophomore in
the game's first few plays, but he
came back to give a stirring performance. Baron, like Gary Beban
and Brian Dowling in their college
days, is a gamebreaker, a blueblood among athletes who can
dominate the action. Though he is
not the passer Bernardoni is, nor
is he particularly swift, Baron is

a most imaginative football player.
Time after time, he called the big
play that kept RPI going.
With two minutes to go, Baron
passed eight yards for a touchdown and then carried the ball
over the goal line for two points,
putting the Engineers in front 3635. Seconds later, safety Bill Curran intercepted a Bernardoni pass
and rambled 45 yards for another
touchdown. With less than a minute left, RPI led 43-35.
It was at this point that quarterback Bernardoni did to RPI what
Bates had done to the Bantams a
week earlier. Starting on the Trinity 30 yard line, the "Bird" directed a well-executed drive which
ended with him mimicing Baron by
taking the ball over himself with
seven seconds to go. Bernardoni
then found the sure-handed James
in the end zone for the two points
that gave the Bantams a tie.
Halfback Dave Kiarsis caught
four Bernardoni passes in Trinity's last minute march. The
rugged junior also picked up 141
yards rushing, including a 57 yard
touchdown run in the second quarter. The ubiquitous Mr. James,
who does the punting and bolsters
the kick-off teams as well as playing end, romped across the RPI
goal line with two Bernardoni aer• ials in the first half. Other Trinity
touchdowns were scored by durable
Jim Tully and Web Jones. Kickers
Quentin Keith of Trinity and RPI's
Larry Fairchild exhibited pro-like
accuracy as they successfully converted all the points after touchdowns that they attempted.
Thus far, Trinity has given up

nearly thirty points per game on
the average to its opponents. In
turn the Bantams have doubled
their previous games, total on offense. If this trend continues, Trinity should beat Colby next Saturday by the score of 86-30. The
theme this year seems to be "An
Irresistible Force Meets a
Movable Object" or "Can Bernardoni, James, et. al. Make the
Double-Figure Scoreboard Obsolete?"

Scoring Stats...
TRINITY
RPI

'

14 14 0 15-43
111
22-43
THE SCORING
RPI — Ostrowski 1 run, Fairchild kick
T R I N-Tully 14 pass from Bernardoni,
Keith Kick
TR IN—James 24 pass from Bernardoni,
Keith kick
TRIN—James 5 run, Keith kick
RPI—Ostrowski 6 run, Fairchild kick
TRIN—Kiarsis 57 run, Keith kick
RPI —Baron 11 run, Fairchild kick
RPI-Grgurich 11 run, Fairchild kick
TRIN-Jones 10 run, Keith kick
RPI—Waltzack 9 pass from Baron,
Baron run
R P I — C u r r a n 50
interception
run,Fairchild kick
TR IN—Bernardoni 1 run, James pass
from Bernardoini
STATISTICS
RPI

Trinity
20
231

273 ,
36/24
1
69

Fisrt Downs
25
Yards Rushing
210
19S
Yards Passing
Passes Att/Comp 28/18
3
Intercepted by
54
Yards Panalized

BANTAM QB Jay Bernardoni looks for a receiver against RPI. The Bird |
had his best afternoon of the season against the Engineers in Trinity's ,
exciting 43-43 tie, as he completed 24 of 36 passing attempts for 273
yards and two TD passes.

A

NCAA Hopes Dashed?

To Play or Not To Play Dathmen Tie Union, Fall to Tufts
By Dick Vane

Kermit Mitchell is an unusual where death is one's constant comman. He is a student at Trinity and panion. Then thequestionpersists,
is in his senior year here. He is why play football?
an Economics major and is thinking
Mitch explains it thusly," I look
about entering grad school. Be- at it like this; this is my last
sides all that he's a nice guy. But chance to play organized sports.
most of all he's 204 lbs. of football I'll be spending my whole life doing
player.
that other stuff, but I won't, have
The above might not seem another shot at playing football."
unusual to some readers and basic- Mitchell contiues, "I like football
ally it's not. What is unusualabout because of the personal discipline
Kermit Mitchell are the sacrifices it involves. I enjoy the contact and
that he has made to play the game the sweat and the tears which the
of football and his reasons for going game evokes. I just flat like everyout for the sport. These sacrifices thing that the game Involves."
are not of a physical nature but are
Another factor influencing his
ones which deal with the ordeal of decision to play football this seadecision and the pains which deci- son was the fact that he believes
sion breeds.
that very few black athletes are
Time gains value when it is com- playing varsity sports for Trinity.
pared to what could have been done He's not sure why this has ocin the same period. In Kermit curred, but he is sure that it
Mitchell's case, time was very bothers him and that it bothered
scarce. Because it was so scarce, him enough to make it a factor In
Mitch was late in coming out for the his final decision to play.
varsity squad this fall. He was late
Whether or not one agrees with
because he had to attend reserve what Kermit's reasons for going
meetings, finish a term paper out for football this year, one has
which was cut short by these meet- to admire his firmness of convicings, and fulfill a flying commit- tion and his willingness to sacriment. Time is a very precious fice so much to become a member
commodity for Mr. Mitchell.
of the Bantam squad. It takes a lot
In order to compete on the grid- of guts to make a decision such as
iron this season, Mitchell couldn't he did, giving up money and early
upgrade himself in the Air Reserve advancement in his career work to
which he worked hard for this sum- play a mere game, but that's what
mer. Because he is playing football makes Kermit Mitchell unusual,
he is only taking four courses this and that's what makes Kermit
semester as compared with the Mitchell a man to be admired.
seven subjects which he studied
at the same time last year. Finally,
because he is playing football, he
cannot fly these autumn weekends,
thereby costing him the money
which he could making as a commercial pilot.
It literally costs Kermit Mitchell
October
$90 for every football game in
14
Varsity Soccer
which he plays in terms of the
money which he couldbe making as
17
Freshman FB
' a pilot. Why then would he want to
17
Var.
and Fr.
play football? He's not going out for
the glory aspect of the game;
Cross Country
besides, he wouldn't be getting
18
Varsity FB
' much of it now anyway since he's
18
Freshman
only a reserve. He's not going out
to "prove he's a man," he proved
Soccer
that long ago in distant jungles

The Trinity soccer team's hopes was scoreless.
for its fifth NCAA playoff bidinthe
Trinity took a 2-1 lead in the
last six years were dealt a pair third quarter on Chico Roumain's
of serious blows last week as the tally. The Bantams continued to
Bantams lost to Tufts 5-4 Saturpressure Block, narrowly missing
day and tied Union 3-3 last Wednes- several attempts.
day.
Union's Kevin Coyne tied the
Trinity, now 1-1-1, entertains game in the fourth period on afast
the University of Massachusetts at break to send the game into over3:30 this afternoon. In the past two time,
seasons, in which Trinity received
"We just made too many misplayoff bids, the Bantams sustained takes in the backfield," related
only one defeat in the regular sea- Coach Roy Dath. "Additionally,
son, and they came after the bids most of our shots were right at the
were received.
goalie."
Leading scorer Alan Gibby
Trinity now faces a long road if
scored twice and Marty Williams the Bantams. expect another bid.
and Pete Wilestailied one goal each
in the loss to Tufts. The Trinity
defense suffered several lapses
that led to Tufts' goals.
Against Union, Trinity's home
opener, Pete Wiles scored with 54
seconds left in the second overtime period to tie the game. Wiles'
shot came on a rebound off goalie
On Tuesday the Bantam harriers
Dave Block's chest,
Pierre Roumain, brother of again tasted defeat, this time at the
Trinity's Chico, had put Union hands of the Coast Guard Cadets
ahead with a goal with 42 seconds who shut them out 15-50.
One of the best cross country
left in the first overtime period.
Art Fraser scored after only 18 teams among small colleges in the
seconds in the game to give Union East, the Cadets swept the first
a 1-0 lead. Trinity kept the pres- eight places. Estes of Coast Guard
sure on Block, firing many more paced the meet with a record time
shots at him than Union did against of 25:59 over the 5 mile course.
First of the Bantams was John
Trinity's Dick Wood.
Glbby eventually got a goal with Durland in 9th place at 27:27 fol23 seconds to go in the first period lowed by Bill Zachry(28:57), kike
to tie the game. The second period Geiser (30:00), Dan Maxwell
(32:50), and Steve Wilcox (34:23),
Zachry, Geiser, Maxwell, and Wilcox placed 11th, 12th, 14th and
15th.

The key question Is the defense.
The Bantams have been doing
enough scoring, but the inexperience of some of the defensive linemen and goalie has hurt them.
As if the team didn't have enough
problems winning games, the Hilltoppers now face what could be the
toughest three opponents of their
schedule. After UMass today,
Trinity will contiue a home slate
against Williams on Oct. 25 and
the University of Rhode Island on
the 30th. Both contests are rugged
ones and will determine the future
success of this year's squad.

Trinity Drops Second Meet
To Cadets, Frosh Lose Too

This Week's Schedule
Univ. of Mass.
at Springfield

3:30
3:00

Southern Conn.
Colby

4:00
1:30

Williams

11 -on

The team was at a disadvantage
without Captain Chuck Hosklng who
is out for the season with a pinched
nerve in Ms hip.
The Frosh ran a closer race but
were dealt a 19-36 defeat by the
Freshman Cadet team. Bantams
Rob Haff Frank Farwell, Jim
Sullivan, Jerry Connolly, and Fred
• Courtney finished 3rd, 6th, 8th 9th
and 10th behind the winning Cadet
harrier who finished tae 3 mile
course in a record 17:4B,

At the start of the freshman race

only 2 of the 5 runners were in
proper condition. Three others ran
a grueling three miles with little or
no previous practice. They were
recruited the day before because
there were not enough to officially
hold a race.
AH three, however, were cross
country runners in high school who
did not come out when they came to
Trinity, They are representative of
more than 40 freshman runners
who could have helped the team
this fall. Did they fail to come out
for cross country because they
were discouraged by a negligent
attitude by Trinity fans?
Freshman runners did not come
out probably because at Trinity
cross country Is not a "big sport,"
That cross country is not a big
sport Is not the fault of the men who
train hard every day, but a fault of
the fans who do not support them.
It is the enthusiasm of the fans
which will influence more talent to
appear for practice.
The Bantam's next meet is this
Friday against So. Conn, At the
beginning of the season the team
had expected to win It easily. Now
with Hosktng out of action, they
expect a much closer race.

